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Abstract

Background

The COVID-19 vaccination campaign in the US has been immensely successful in vaccinat-

ing those who are receptive, further increases in vaccination rates however will require more

innovative approaches to reach those who remain hesitant. Developing vaccination strate-

gies that are modelled on what people want could further increase uptake.

Methods and findings

To inform COVID-19 vaccine distribution strategies that are aligned with public preferences

we conducted a discrete choice experiment among the US public (N = 2,895) between

March 15 to March 22, 2021. We applied sampling weights, evaluated mean preferences

using mixed logit models, and identified latent class preference subgroups. On average, the

public prioritized ease, preferring single to two dose vaccinations (mean preference: -0.29;

95%CI: -0.37 to -0.20), vaccinating once rather than annually (mean preference: -0.79; 95%

CI: -0.89 to -0.70) and reducing waiting times at vaccination sites. Vaccine enforcement

reduced overall vaccine acceptance (mean preference -0.20; 95%CI: -0.30 to -0.10), with a

trend of increasing resistance to enforcement with increasing vaccine hesitancy. Latent

class analysis identified four distinct preference phenotypes: the first prioritized inherent

“vaccine features” (46.1%), the second were concerned about vaccine “service delivery”

(8.8%), a third group desired “social proof” of vaccine safety and were susceptible to

enforcement (13.2%), and the fourth group were “indifferent” to vaccine and service delivery

features and resisted enforcement (31.9%).

Conclusions

This study identifies several critical insights for the COVID-19 public health response. First,

identifying preference segments is essential to ensure that vaccination services meet the

needs of diverse population subgroups. Second, making vaccination easy and promoting

autonomy by simplifying services and offering the public choices (where feasible) may

increase uptake in those who remain deliberative. And, third vaccine mandates have the
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potential to increase vaccination rates in susceptible groups but may simultaneously pro-

mote control aversion and resistance in those who are most hesitant.

Introduction

Even though the rapid development of the COVID-19 vaccine has been heralded as a scientific

victory, the United States must confront widespread skepticism, hesitancy or indifference

from a substantial proportion of the population. This resistance mirrors a wider crisis in the

utilization of efficacious biomedical research, as well as the particularities of the COVID-19

epidemic and exploitation of existing social fissures. Some in the public are skeptical of the

safety of a vaccine developed rapidly. Others are unconvinced that COVID-19 represents a

serious health problem. Finally, COVID-19 has been uniquely politicized, and membership in

a social group or political persuasion intersect with vaccine reluctance and rejection. Success

in public health, now more than ever before, depends on more than development of efficacious

interventions. Instead, we must understand the perspectives, needs, desires and preferences of

the public and design strategies to meet those needs [1].

Although much research focuses on acceptability of the vaccine, strategies to improve vacci-

nation would benefit from more nuanced insights into preferences around both vaccine char-

acteristics and delivery approaches. In rational utility theory—a fundamental theory of

behavior in economics—people seek to optimize satisfaction (or happiness) through selecting

the optimal mix of goods and services available within particular cost constraints. A prefer-

ence-based framework reframes the decision to vaccinate, therefore, not as a simple question

of acceptability, but rather as the consequence of different attributes of a vaccine and the man-

ner in which it is delivered. This information can be used to inform design of strategies, but

many of these characteristics are not empirically known. For example, some advocate for vac-

cine passports that allow access to desired places (e.g., travel) [2], but others warn that man-

dates and restrictions can provoke a backlash [3, 4]. In addition, different groups may have

different preference profiles that demand segmented vaccination strategies.

Extending work that has characterized the desirability of vaccine safety and efficacy, we use

a discrete choice experiment (DCE) to assess desirability of different elements of delivery ser-

vices [5]. We report on a nationally representative DCE on features of vaccination campaigns

for the COVID-19 pandemic to provide information on where, how, when and with what

inducements vaccines might best be offered, to inform the design of vaccine program and

policy.

Materials and methods

By offering a respondent a choice between repeated versions of a good or service composed of

different characteristics within a set of attributes (product or service features), a DCE can

reveal what elements of a good or services are preferred, how strong that preference is (in rela-

tion to another), as well the size and characteristics of sub-groups in a population with shared

preferences. Discrete choice experiments have been a mainstay of marketing research for

decades, and have recently become more widely used in public health to discern the voice of

the “consumer” [6].

We followed the ISPOR guidelines for design of choice experiments [6, 7]. The study was

approved by the Washington University in St Louis institutional review board.
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Choice experiment attribute and attribute level selection

We explored the literature and followed attribute selection guidelines to first generate a com-

prehensive list of attributes based on expert interviews, discussion and literature, then conduct

data reduction, removal of inappropriate attributes and wording refinement [8, 9]. We then

developed a final set of salient, plausible, manipulable, non-dominant attributes that repre-

sented as complete as possible a list of vaccination campaign features (Table 1). We specifically

excluded vaccine safety and efficacy and set the vaccine at 90% effective with a low adverse

event rate in the DCE introduction (in order to fully explore preferences for service delivery

and other vaccine features).

Choice experiment design

We limited the number of attributes in the DCE according to design guidelines (seven attri-

butes) and selected those attributes which we determined to be key decision drivers and of the

greatest public health policy significance during the time period. To balance statistical and

response efficiency (avoid fatigue in respondents) we opted for 10 questions and two scenarios,

and limited the number of attribute levels and prohibited attribute level combinations. We

manually removed combinations considered non sensical. To prevent forced response we

included a third opt-out (choose neither) scenario. The attribute levels were randomly ordered

across participants and each participant received one of 300 versions of the choice experiment.

Table 1. Choice experiment attributes and attribute levels.

Attributes: Attribute levels:

Vaccination location Local pharmacy (e.g., Walgreens, CVS, other)

Health service (e.g., hospital, doctor office, community center)

Local pop-up vaccination service (e.g., fire station, community

center, school, workplace)

At your home (door-to-door vaccination)

Large vaccination site supported by National Guard (e.g.,

convention center, stadium)

Waiting time at vaccination site Immediate service

1 hours

2 hours

Vaccination appointment scheduling Online website

Phone Call

No scheduling required (drop-in appointment)

Number of doses required per vaccination

episode

1 dose only

2 doses one month apart

Vaccination enforcement Vaccination is completely voluntary (not enforced in any way)

Vaccination is required for air travel (local and foreign)

Vaccination is required to attend work/school

Vaccination is required to attend public recreational spaces, e.g.,

movies, concerts, conferences)

Who has already received the vaccine in

your community?

No one I know

A few people I know

Almost everyone I know

Vaccine frequency One vaccination required for life-long protection against severe

COVID-19 infection

Annual vaccinations required to maintain protection against severe

COVID-19 infection

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256394.t001
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We generated a near-orthogonal (each pair of attribute levels appears equally across the experi-

ment) and near-balanced (each level appears equally often across the experiment), fractional

factorial design. We assumed no interactions between attributes. The choice tasks were ran-

domly ordered between participants to prevent bias induced by question order. To later assess

internal validity and comprehension of the experiment we included a within-set dominant

pair [10]. We used the logit efficiency test to estimate the appropriate sample sizes against sim-

ulated utility estimates to ensure utility standard errors remained <0.05, resulting in required

a minimum sample of 600 participants for main preference estimation. The survey was

designed in Lighthouse studio, Sawtooth software [11].

Data collection and measurements

We collected data on demographic characteristics including: age, gender, race group, employ-

ment status, political affiliation and COVID-19 vaccination status, and intention to vaccinate

based on questions from the US Census pulse survey [12]. The survey tool and DCE tool can be

found in the S1 Appendix. We recruited participants through Qualtrics Research Services, a rec-

ognized leader in survey recruitment methodology, using multiple consumer panels to obtain

nationally representative survey samples [13]. We used this approach to ensure both a nationally

representative sample and by oversampling particular groups to allow for later choice experiment

subgroup analyses. Participants were recruited online and offered incentives which varied by par-

ticipant preference (e.g. cash, gift cards, airmiles). To improve comprehension of the DCE an

example of a simplistic choice experiment was presented to participants prior to eliciting

responses to the 10 choice tasks. The survey was piloted in 100 anonymous participants.

Analyses

We first generated population inverse probability sampling weights to reweight our sample to

reflect the US Census population estimates for age, race, gender and vaccination status or inten-

tion–(Census Pulse Survey 27: March17—March 29, 2021) (S1 Table) [12]. Mixed logit models

were used to generate mean utilities (mean preferences) for the population and standard devia-

tions of the random coefficients [14]. Details of the coding and modelling approach are presented

in S2 Appendix. Mixed logit coefficients can be interpreted as the strength of the relative prefer-

ence for the particular attribute comparison, with positive coefficients representing positive pref-

erences (desirable) and negative coefficients representing negative preferences (less desirable).

We fit up to seven latent class conditional logit models using maximum likelihood estimation

of datasets expanded by sampling weights and selected the model with the smallest model fit cri-

terion (Akaike and Bayesian information criterion), the highest mean probability of group mem-

bership and the smallest number of participants with a low probability of group membership in

each group. We additionally qualitatively evaluated latent classes. We validated latent class mem-

bership using cross-validation techniques [15]. We used multinomial logistic regression models

and relative risk ratios with 95% confidence intervals to evaluate predictors of latent class mem-

bership firstly for participant demographic characteristics and secondly for vaccination status or

intention and additionally present marginal probabilities of latent class membership based on

these models. Stata version 16.1 statistical software was used for all analyses.

Results

Participant characteristics

The survey was fielded between March 15, 2021 and March 22, 2021 (Fig 1), participant char-

acteristics are presented in Table 2. Of 2,985 survey respondents 38% had already received at
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least one vaccine dose. Of those who were unvaccinated (1,821 respondents), 41.6% reported

that they would definitely get vaccinated, 28.6% would probably get vaccinated, 18.4% would

probably NOT get vaccinated and 9.8% would definitely NOT get vaccinated. Participants

were located in all 50 US states, as well as the District of Columbia, with 21.7% in the Midwest,

20.4% in the Northeast, 40.1% in the South and 17.8% in the West, 89.0% resided in an urban

setting and 11.0% in rural areas. Men made up 37.2% of the sample, with the remaining report-

ing female gender. The median age was 50 years with an interquartile range (IQR) of 33 to 62

years. 23.5% of the sample was Black/African American, 64.1% White, 7.9% Asian and 4.5%

other race groups, and 14.8% identified as Hispanic/Latina.

Those who probably or definitely did NOT intend to vaccinate most commonly reported

deliberative reasons, such as concerns about side-effects and efficacy (78.0%), followed by dis-

trustful reasons including mistrust of the government or COVID vaccines (37.9%), and lastly

dissenting reasons such as a lack of belief in vaccines or that COVID-19 is a serious illness

(19.7%) [16].

Main preferences

In the entire population (N = 2,985), weighted preference estimates for COVID-19 vaccina-

tion campaign features are presented in Fig 2 (S2 Table). The strongest preference across

attributes was a negative preference for annual (booster) vaccinations compared to one vac-

cination episode for long-term immunity (mean preference 0.79; 95%CI: -0.89 to -0.70).

The US public also preferred to vaccinate at health facilities rather than community venues

(mean preference -0.13; 95%CI: -0.24 to -0.02) or mass vaccination sites supported by

national guard (mean preference: -0.29; 95%CI: -0.39 to -0.18). Immediate service was pre-

ferred to longer waiting times (2 hour mean preference -0.54; 95%CI: -0.64 to -0.43). Partic-

ipants preferred to vaccinate under voluntary conditions rather than enforcement for air

travel (mean preference -0.13; 95%CI: -0.23 to -0.04), work or school attendance (mean

preference -0.20; 95%CI: -0.30 to -0.10) or group recreational activities (mean preference

-0.05; 95%CI: -0.15 to 0.05). Participants preferred vaccination scenarios where a few people

or almost everyone (mean preference 0.48; 95%CI: 0.39 to 0.56) in their community were

already vaccinated compared to none. Two vaccination doses were less preferred than a sin-

gle vaccination dose (mean preference -0.29 to -0.37 to -0.20). There was substantial prefer-

ence heterogeneity, as evidenced by large standard deviations (SD) for several attributes

generated by the mixed logit model (S2 Table).

Fig 1. Survey flow diagram for analysis sample. Numbers are unweighted. Survey was delivered between March 15 to

March 22, 2021.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256394.g001
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Table 2. Characteristics and COVID experiences of participants.

Participant characteristics Total

(N = 2,985)

Already

vaccinated

(N = 1,137)

Definitely get a

vaccine

(N = 796)

Probably get a

vaccine

(N = 530)

Probably NOT

get a vaccine

(N = 340)

Definitely NOT

get a vaccine

(N = 182)

Age (years)–median; IQR 50.0 (33.0–

62.0)

60.0 (41.0–68.0) 46.0 (34.0–58.0) 41.0 (26.0–

55.0)

43.0 (27.0–56.0) 37.5 (22.0–55.0)

Male gender 1,111

(37.2%)

448 (39.4%) 329 (41.3%) 175 (33.0%) 101 (29.7%) 58 (31.9%)

Hispanic/Latino ethnicity 443 (14.8%) 142 (12.5%) 122 (15.3%) 95 (17.9%) 52 (15.3%) 32 (17.6%)

Race Black/African American 225 (19.8%) 702 (23.5%) 155 (19.5%) 156 (29.4%) 107 (31.5%) 59 (32.4%)

White 808 (71.1%) 1,913 (64.1%) 508 (63.8%) 299 (56.4%) 191 (56.2%) 107 (58.8%)

Asian 65 (5.7%) 235 (7.9%) 99 (12.4%) 47 (8.9%) 18 (5.3%) 6 (3.3%)

Other� 135 (4.5%) 39 (3.4%) 34 (4.3%) 28 (5.3%) 24 (7.1%) 10 (5.5%)

Schooling High school or less 189 (16.6%) 712 (23.9%) 180 (22.6%) 158 (29.8%) 109 (32.1%) 76 (41.8%)

Incomplete college/

Associate degree

354 (31.1%) 993 (33.3%) 252 (31.7%) 187 (35.3%) 136 (40.0%) 64 (35.2%)

Bachelor degree or

higher

594 (52.2%) 1,280 (42.9%) 364 (45.7%) 185 (34.9%) 95 (27.9%) 42 (23.1%)

Political affiliation Democrat 605 (53.2%) 1,425 (47.7%) 439 (55.2%) 216 (40.8%) 103 (30.3%) 62 (34.1%)

Republican 291 (25.6%) 748 (25.1%) 155 (19.5%) 137 (25.8%) 111 (32.6%) 54 (29.7%)

Other 67 (5.9%) 222 (7.4%) 48 (6.0%) 58 (10.9%) 35 (10.3%) 14 (7.7%)

Unaffiliated 156 (13.7%) 476 (15.9%) 128 (16.1%) 85 (16.0%) 70 (20.6%) 37 (20.3%)

Prefer not to answer 18 (1.6%) 114 (3.8%) 26 (3.3%) 34 (6.4%) 21 (6.2%) 15 (8.2%)

Region Midwest 647 (21.7%) 166 (20.9%) 114 (21.5%) 81 (23.8%) 37 (20.3%) 249 (21.9%)

Northeast 610 (20.4%) 200 (25.2%) 98 (18.5%) 59 (17.4%) 25 (13.7%) 228 (20.1%)

South 1,196

(40.1%)

272 (34.2%) 236 (44.5%) 142 (41.8%) 92 (50.5%) 454 (39.9%)

West 531 (17.8%) 157 (19.7%) 82 (15.5%) 58 (17.1%) 28 (15.4%) 206 (18.1%)

Setting Urban 1,020

(89.7%)

2,656 (89.0%) 700 (88.1%) 482 (90.9%) 290 (85.3%) 164 (90.1%)

Rural 117 (10.3%) 328 (11.0%) 95 (11.9%) 48 (9.1%) 50 (14.7%) 18 (9.9%)

Worked for pay/profit in the last 7 days 1,457

(48.8%)

566 (49.8%) 388 (48.7%) 256 (48.3%) 168 (49.4%) 79 (43.4%)

Reason for not working in

the last 7 days

Retired or do not want

to be employed

732 (47.9%) 412 (72.2%) 151 (37.0%) 80 (29.2%) 54 (31.4%) 35 (34.0%)

Sick or caring for others

-COVID related

109 (7.1%) 17 (3.0%) 33 (8.1%) 31 (11.3%) 19 (11.0%) 9 (8.7%)

Sick or caring for others

—not COVID related

170 (11.1%) 46 (8.1%) 44 (10.8%) 44 (16.1%) 24 (14.0%) 12 (11.7%)

I was concerned about

getting or spreading the

coronavirus

74 (4.8%) 15 (2.6%) 35 (8.6%) 15 (5.5%) 6 (3.5%) 3 (2.9%)

Job loss due to COVID

economic impact

176 (11.5%) 35 (6.1%) 63 (15.4%) 33 (12.0%) 32 (18.6%) 13 (12.6%)

Other reason 267 (17.5%) 46 (8.1%) 82 (20.1%) 71 (25.9%) 37 (21.5%) 31 (30.1%)

Anyone in the family lost income since Mar13, 2020 1,117

(37.4%)

391 (34.4%) 309 (38.8%) 220 (41.5%) 133 (39.1%) 64 (35.2%)

Eligible to receive a

COVID-19 vaccine?

Yes 1,716

(57.5%)

1,137 (100.0%) 261 (32.8%) 158 (29.8%) 100 (29.4%) 60 (33.0%)

No 928 (31.1%) 0 (0.0%) 456 (57.3%) 258 (48.7%) 137 (40.3%) 77 (42.3%)

Unsure 341 (11.4%) 0 (0.0%) 79 (9.9%) 114 (21.5%) 103 (30.3%) 45 (24.7%)

(Continued)
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Table 2. (Continued)

Participant characteristics Total

(N = 2,985)

Already

vaccinated

(N = 1,137)

Definitely get a

vaccine

(N = 796)

Probably get a

vaccine

(N = 530)

Probably NOT

get a vaccine

(N = 340)

Definitely NOT

get a vaccine

(N = 182)

Reason for not vaccinating

yet, among eligible who

intend to vaccinate

I tried but could not get

an appointment

118 (45.2%) 46 (29.1%)

The vaccination site is

too far away

18 (6.9%) 21 (13.3%)

I could not find

information on where to

get a vaccination

25 (9.6%) 23 (14.6%)

Other reason 100 (38.3%) 68 (43.0%)

Reasons for hesitancy among

those probably/definitely not

going to vaccinate��

Deliberative 407 (78%) 278 (81.8%) 129 (70.9%)

Dissenting 103 (19.7%) 63 (18.5%) 40 (22.0%)

Distrustful 198 (37.9%) 112 (32.9%) 86 (47.3%)

�Other race includes: American Indian (N = 50); Native Hawaiian (N = 8); Filipino (N = 39); Samoan (N = 1) and other Pacific Islander (N = 37)

��Characterized by Tram et. al [16]. Deliberative reasons: I am concerned about the cost of the vaccine; I think other people need it more; I plan to wait and see if it is

safe; My doctor has not recommended it; I don’t know if the vaccine will work; I am concerned about possible side effects; I already had COVID-19; I am not a member

of a high-risk group; I plan to use masks or other precautions instead. Distrustful reasons: I don’t trust the government; I don’t trust COVID-19 vaccines.Dissenting

reasons: I don’t like vaccines; I don’t believe COVID-19 is a serious illness; I don’t think vaccines are beneficial [16].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256394.t002

Fig 2. Weighted mean preferences (relative utilities) for vaccination campaign features, in total population (N = 2,985).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256394.g002
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Preferences by vaccination status and intention

Subgroup analyses by vaccination status and intention showed largely similar preferences

among vaccinators (“already vaccinated” or “definitely get vaccinated”) (Fig 3(A), S3 Table)

and these mirrored main population preferences. The preferences of the hesitators (“probably

get vaccinated”, “probably NOT get vaccinated” or “definitely NOT get vaccinated”) (Fig 3(B),

S4 Table), appeared similar to main preferences for waiting time, appointment scheduling,

vaccination frequency and number of vaccine doses. But for vaccination enforcement, there

was a trend of increasing resistance with increased vaccine hesitancy, those who would “defi-

nitely NOT get vaccinated”) were less willing to vaccinate under enforcement (enforcement

for work/school vs. no enforcement—mean preference: -0.97; 95%CI: -1.39 to -0.56) compared

to those who would “probably get vaccinated” (enforcement for work/school vs. no enforce-

ment—mean preference: -0.33; 95%CI: -0.56 to -0.09). In addition, those who stated they

Fig 3. Weighted mean preferences (relative utilities) for vaccination campaign features, among (a) vaccinators and (b)

hesitators.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256394.g003
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would “definitely NOT vaccinate” were less influenced to vaccinate by expanding vaccination

coverage in the community (almost everyone vaccinated vs. no one—mean preference: 0.33;

95%CI: 0.08 to 0.74) compared to less hesitant groups, e.g., those who would “probably NOT

get vaccinated” (almost everyone vaccinated vs. no one—mean preference: 0.58; 95%CI: 0.29

to 0.86).

Latent class analysis

Latent class analysis revealed six distinct preference subgroups in the population (Fig 4A–4D,

S3 Table). Approximately half of the population (46.1%) belonged to one of three preference

groups that were concerned about inherent vaccine features such as dosage and frequency (Fig

4A): this included a “single dose” group (7.9%) who showed a strong negative preference for

two vaccine doses (mean preference: -4.21; 95%CI: -4.90 to -3.53), a “two dose” group (15.8%)

whose strongest preference was for two vaccine doses instead of one (mean preference: 1.72;

95%CI: 1.49 to 1.95) and a “vaccinate once” group (22.4%) whose strongest preference was for

a single vaccination episode offering long-term immunity rather than annual vaccination

(mean preference: -3.88; 95%CI: -4.18 to -3.57).

The fourth group were focused on vaccine “service delivery”, with strong negative prefer-

ences for waiting time (two hours mean preference: -4.51; 95%CI: -5.21 to -3.80) and mass vac-

cination sites (mean preference: -1.87; 95%CI: -2.55 to -1.19) (Fig 4B).

Fig 4. (a-d) Weighted mean preferences (relative utilities) for vaccination campaign features, by latent class membership group.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256394.g004
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The fifth preference subgroup, the “social proof” group (13.2%) (Fig 4C) showed a strong

positive preference to vaccinate after at least a few or many (mean preference 3.73; 95%CI:

3.31 to 4.15) in their community had already been vaccinated, rather than none. Additionally,

they would be more likely to vaccinate if vaccination was enforced (mean preference for work/

school enforcement: 0.61; 95%CI: 0.31 to 0.90).

The final preference subgroup, the “indifferent” group (31.9%) (Fig 4D) did not appear to

be influenced by inherent vaccine or vaccination service features and showed mild but consis-

tent negative preferences for vaccination enforcement, for work or school (mean preference:

-0.86; 95% CI: -1.03 to -0.69), air travel (mean preference: -0.69; 95%CI: -0.86 to -0.52) or

recreation (mean preference: -0.55; 95%CI: -0.71 to -0.30).

Predictors of latent class membership

Age, political affiliation, race and vaccination status/intention were the strongest predictors of

latent class membership (Table 3). Compared to membership in the ‘social proof’ preference

group, those who were older in age were more likely to prioritize vaccination service features

(per 10-yr increased age: RRR 1.16; 95%CI: 1.28 to 3.12) or inherent vaccine features (per

10-yr increased age: RRR 2.00; 95%CI: 1.28 to 3.12). Republicans, were also more likely to vac-

cinate if their preferred vaccination service delivery approach (RRR 1.73; 95%CI: 1 to 2.99) or

inherent vaccine features (RRR 2.36; 95%CI: 1.51 to 3.69) were available, compared to Demo-

crats who were more likely to vaccinate with increasing vaccination coverage or under

enforcement (social proof group). Republicans (RRR 2.16; 95%CI: 1.38 to 3.37) and Black/

African Americans (RRR 2.00; 95%CI: 1.28 to 3.12) were more likely to be ‘indifferent’ to vac-

cination strategies and oppose enforcement than belong to the social proof group.

The marginal probability of belonging to the ‘social proof’ group (Fig 5) was 15.2% for

Democrats and 7.5% for Republicans, 7.9% for Black/African Americans, 13.1% for whites and

15.5% for Asians and 17.6% for those 18 to 24 years old compared to 9.6% for those who were

over 65 years. The marginal probability of being ‘indifferent’ was 33.7% for Republicans and

31.8% for Democrats, 38.4% for Black/African Americans, 31.5% for whites, 25.5% for Asians

and 43.5% for other race groups; 42.7% for those 25–34 years and 20.1% for those over 65

years (Fig 5, S4 Table).

Table 3. Weighted multinomial logit model: Predictors of latent class membership for “service features”, “vaccine features” and “indifferent” preference groups rel-

ative to the “social proof” preference group (13.2%).

Participant characteristics Service delivery (8.8%) Vaccine features (46.1%) Indifferent (31.9%)

RRR Low CI High CI p-value RRR Low CI High CI p-value RRR Low CI High CI p-value

Female vs. male 0.86 0.53 1.41 0.562 0.76 0.54 1.08 0.128 0.74 0.52 1.07 0.109

Age (per 10-year increase) 1.14 0.99 1.33 0.077 1.18 1.06 1.32 0.002 0.92 0.83 1.03 0.136

Hispanic vs. non-Hispanic 0.94 0.43 2.07 0.886 1.32 0.83 2.10 0.244 1.21 0.71 2.05 0.480

Race White 1.00 0.926 1.00 0.137 1.00 0.006

Black/African American 1.10 0.60 2.04 1.61 1.03 2.51 1.97 1.25 3.10

Asian 1.03 0.48 2.23 0.93 0.53 1.65 0.69 0.38 1.27

Other 0.61 0.13 2.80 0.77 0.29 2.08 1.36 0.52 3.56

Rural vs. urban 0.77 0.39 1.50 0.442 0.80 0.51 1.27 0.350 0.85 0.52 1.38 0.512

No college vs. some college 1.71 0.97 3.02 0.060 1.55 1.03 2.33 0.036 1.31 0.86 2.00 0.204

Political affiliation Democrat 1.00 0.186 1.00 <0.001 1.00 0.007

Republican 1.69 0.96 2.95 2.31 1.48 3.60 2.13 1.36 3.34

Independent/ other 1.27 0.68 2.34 1.20 0.80 1.80 1.21 0.79 1.87

�The vaccine features group includes those who preferred a single dose vaccine, a two-dose vaccine or to vaccinate once only.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256394.t003
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Discussion

This survey and choice experiment evaluating preferences of the US public for COVID-19 vac-

cine distribution campaign features demonstrated that US populations prefer to vaccinate

under campaigns that provided single rather than multiple vaccine doses, where waiting times

at vaccination sites are short and where vaccination is offered at health facilities, pharmacies or

in homes and not at mass vaccination sites supported by the national guard. Additionally, the

prospect of vaccinating once to get lifelong immunity as opposed to annual vaccination was

highly appealing, with the strongest preferences across attributes seen for this potential future

vaccine feature. Negative preferences were seen consistently for all vaccination enforcement

strategies–air travel, work or school and recreational gatherings, particularly for those who

were hesitant. Latent class analyses revealed six preference subgroups in the population, three

groups (approximately half the population) prioritized inherent “vaccine features” including

dosage and vaccination frequency. A small sub-group (9%), were concerned about vaccination

“service delivery” (i.e. waiting time and location). A fifth, “social proof” group (13%) preferred

Fig 5. Marginal probability of belonging to latent class group by demographic characteristics and vaccination intention. The red x-line represents overall

probability of class membership in the population. “Vaccine features” group includes “single dose”, “two-dose” and “vaccinate once” latent classes.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0256394.g005
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to see others in their community vaccinated before vaccinating themselves and would be more

likely to vaccinate under enforcement. A final “indifferent” group (32% of the population)

were not influenced by any vaccine or service features, and indicated that they might be less

likely to vaccinate under all enforcement strategies. Compared to the social proof group, those

who were indifferent were twice as likely to be Republicans rather than Democrats and be

Black African/American rather than white or Asian.

These findings firstly provide support for the fundamental behavioral science principle that

people are effort minimizers, frequently making health decisions based on the options that are

easy and require the least effort [2, 17]. Main preferences for reduced waiting time, single vac-

cine doses and vaccinating once, highlight the importance of simplifying vaccination pro-

cesses. And, although early adopters will likely vaccinate under any conditions, for those who

continue to be “fence sitters” and deliberate, and in the case where booster vaccinations are

required—adjusting services to minimize “friction” in taking up vaccination could help facili-

tate action [18, 19].

Second, these data suggest that offering a choice of services could increase vaccine uptake.

Given, current inequities in global vaccine distribution, the notion of choice remains a luxury

afforded by high-income countries but remains relevant to future scenarios where vaccine sup-

ply is sufficient and multiple vaccine options are available to all [20]. Choice can promote

autonomy and intrinsic motivation, an approach which could be effective in settings such as

the US where the group norm is individualism rather than collectivism [21, 22]. In our study

over half of the population indicated that they would be more likely to vaccinate under scenar-

ios where their strongly preferred vaccine or vaccination service features were available. Inher-

ent vaccine features regarding safety and efficacy have similarly been shown to be strong

preference drivers in previous work [23–27]. Developing simple and efficient systems that

allow individuals to take control and choose their preferred vaccine and vaccination delivery

service could increase uptake, a strategy which may become more relevant when focus shifts to

those who remain unvaccinated despite sufficient supply.

Third, we found that expanding vaccination coverage may provide the social proof of vac-

cine safety and efficacy needed to increase uptake in those who are deliberative and also sus-

ceptible to social influence [1, 28]. The “social proof” preference subgroup—13% of the

population—indicated that they would be more likely to take up vaccination with increasing

vaccination coverage in the community, and also under enforcement. This group represents

those who may be most responsive to normative vaccination campaign messages regarding

vaccine safety and coverage, nudges, incentives and vaccine mandates [1].

And finally, these data suggest that vaccine mandates can both increase vaccination rates in

those who are susceptible but also promote anti-vaccine sentiment in the most hesitant [4].

Our exploration of preferences for COVID-19 vaccination enforcement strategies including

restrictions to air travel, work or school and attendance of recreational gatherings indicated

increasing aversion to enforcement with increasing vaccine hesitancy. Such control aversion

may operate through several mechanisms, including the impact of the policy message of dis-

trust of the population to be socially responsible, the removal the need to deliberate over vacci-

nation driving out moral convictions to be “prosocial”, inherent mistrust of the government

and health systems leading to reduced compliance, and “psychological reactance” [3, 29, 30].

Resistance to vaccination enforcement is not surprising in North American culture which

endorses individualism, independence and personal freedom [1, 29, 31]. In addition, affective

political polarization is a further critical driver of control aversion in the US setting.

Our findings are strengthened by the use of a representative sample of the US population

and the inclusion of survey questions from the US Census Pulse survey allowing for re-weight-

ing to match the US population distribution by age, gender, race, schooling and vaccination
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status and intention for the corresponding time period of our survey. Results of discrete choice

experiments however, particularly in public health, must always be interpreted within a

broader body of knowledge and understood within the boundaries of rational choice theory

[32]. And although revealed preferences frequently match stated preferences, these assump-

tions may not always hold in real life decision making, and as a result utilities cannot always

perfectly predict uptake of an intervention or service [33]. A further limitation of this study

was the use of an online sample which may have influenced preferences for online vaccination

appointment scheduling.

Facilitating ease of vaccination and offering a choice of vaccine brands and vaccination ser-

vices may be best aligned with public preferences for COVID-19 vaccination campaigns fea-

tures. Several strategies to simplify and incentivize vaccination are already being implemented

by various state health departments—our nationally representative data support their use

more broadly across the US and highlight the potential challenges with vaccination enforce-

ment strategies in an individualistic society such as the US, where trust in the government is

low and where vaccine hesitancy is closely associated with political alliances.
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